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Foreword
The  «  Community  and  Complementary  Currencies  Practitioners'Day »  has  been  thought as  a 
participative and collaborative approach. 
This means that each registered participant agrees, according to his/her possibilities and his/her good 
will, to promote an effective and collaborative exchange approach, respecting the speaking time of 
each one and preparing its presence upstream of the February 18th, 2011. 

Thus, in italic, you will find proposals of contents for each key-moment of this « P'Day ». 

These proposals come with recommendations to the participants : in particular about the format of the 
interventions during the various moments of exchange and also about the questions raised by the sets 
of themes proposed. 

For the parallel workshops, those who wish can now-and-already suggest complementary topics or 
cuttings, propose themselves as moderator or rapporteur of the session in which they wish to already 
register.

Blogs in several languages will be created and will deliver the main informations and forms concerning 
the Practitioners' Day of February 18th, 2011. Please visit : 

- in english http://currenciesindebate.wordpress.com/ 

- in french http://monnaiesendebat.wordpress.com/ 

- in spanish http://monedasendebate.wordpress.com/ (not yet online)

- in portuguese http://moedasemdebate.wordpress.com/ (not yet online)

Please, do not hesitate to share your suggestions/comments/questions by writing to : 
currenciesindebate@gmail.com

http://currenciesindebate.wordpress.com/
mailto:currenciesindebate@gmail.com
http://currenciesindebate.wordpress.com/
http://monedasendebate.wordpress.com/
http://monnaiesendebat.wordpress.com/


Program of the Conference « Building the Movement » --------------------

9h - Reception

9h30 - Ouverture – Plenary session
Duration : 3h with pause 

Welcome speech 

Recall of the objectives of the day :

1/ Free the information : to contribute to the creation of common tools for mutual aid 
and solidarity, to gather the information in a shared resource centre and to diffuse the 
work  of  each  one,  the  actualization  of  the  data  and  the  tools  created  by  each 
network/experiment. 

2/ Building the movement :  the CCC practitioners are all, more or less, confronted 
with the same resistances (collective, lobbyists, orthodoxy, (re)cognition, legality, etc.), 
and this, on various scales (of territory, of action, of means, etc.). 

In  addition  each  one  of  these  various  initiatives  rests  on  distinct  currency 
architecture/design because each time it is adapted to the context which brought it to 
life  and  thus  has  defined  different  goals,  different  focuses  (economic  efficiency, 
conscientization, solidarity/social, sustainable consumption…) ; however the question 
is  not  for  us  to  promote  a  design  or  another  or  to  choose  one  specific 
orientation, but, at this stage of the developments that the CCC networks experiment, 
it appeared important to us, taking into account the exchanges with the ones and the 
others,  to  try  to become as one through a  system of  mutual  aid between the 
various “schools”, in terms of recognition, support and visibility. 
The  main  goal  being  to  make  the  topic  of  the  community  and  complementary 
currencies to be recognized through an alliance between the various initiatives and 
movements, so that information on the CCC and these initiatives is available for the 
media, the politics, the citizens, all change agents. 
And to allow each one to re-use them, to make them his own, to exchange, to create, 
to innovate/imagine/test. 
It is not about calling for competition the methods/approaches/designs but to build a 
movement  by  getting visible  all  together  and mainly  by  making the  information 
circulate through collective channels while gathering the existing tools, conferring them 
new visibility and dynamics. 

3/  To  support  the  interaction  between  researchers  ans  practitioners,  because 
the academic recognition gives the CCC operations credit, in addition to supporting 
the  critical  vision  of  the  operating  experiments  and  thus  to  draw  up  a  moderate 
panorama of the existing, to carry out a referred, shared highlighting.

To collaborate in diversity :
Focus on some international and french experiments already operating

12 experiments

Transition Town currencies - United Kingdom 
Palmas system - Brazil 
CES - South Africa 
Regio currencies- Germany 
Talent - Austria 
Accorderie - Quebec (provided) 
Nu-Spaarpas - Netherlands 
C3 - Uruguay 
RES - Belgium 

Three French experiments : LETS, Les Abeilles and SOL Grenoble (provided)



All  these  experiments  will  have  10  minutes  to  answer  these  5  questions,  in  order 
to open the debates :

- Give an overview (state of the art) of the experiment
- What type of complementary currency did they choose ? When was it launched ? 
Who helped ?
The public & the territory targeted, the scale they have reached, the impact(s) ?
- The achievement (main ones), the levers, the obstacles they met/are meeting/feel 
they will meet
- Their needs and future projects (objectives in short, medium and long term) 
- The tools they have been using and those they have been reflecting on in order to go 
further (information/communication, management, etc.)

A discussion around the topics of the workshops will follow, aiming to (re)define/precise 
the content of  each workshop and to plan the afternoon :  the idea is not to look 
further into/to ask for explanations on one experiment or another but to evaluate 
the  sets  of  themes/questions  on  which  the  networks  could  wish  to  continue  to 
discuss/exchange/gather. 

12h30 - 14h15 : Lunch 

14h30  - Set of themes for parallel workshops (proposals) 
   Duration : 1h30 each

Transverse workshops : implementation of the initiatives (key-elements of the experiment) 

1/ Which currency, for which objectives, and with which tools ?
Currency architecture & tools : 

Which type  of  currency  for  which  type of  project  ?  What  is  the  nature  of  the  currency 
(currency of mutual credit, currency guaranteed on the official currency…) ? Is there creation 
of currency ? Who emits this currency ? Which regulation ?
Who supports the experiment, why ? 
Platform of management of the exchanges/accounts/transactions 
Other TIC tools used

2/ A currency for who, with whom ? 
How to articulate the currency with the individuals and the system? 
How is it adapted and carried out « more or less » collectively? 
Popular  education,  community  of  stakeholders,  governance,  (including  working  on 
the local/legal framework) : 

Information/communication towards the media and the populations 
How to take into account the private interests of each stakeholder/partner and how to build 
a shared interest ? 
Legal and juridical framework, taxation of the complementary currencies 
Integration in the local public programs. 
Governance 
Who is the project/currency manager and how is its legitimacy built ?



Workshops on the issues - and how the currencies answer it, obstacles/levers 

3/ To integrate ? To transform ?
How the complementary currency integrates itself  in a  political  project  (for  the territory), 
and how can it be a lever for transformation? 
How the currency transforms  ? What does it transform, why - which objectives ?

Macro-economic/social  effects  of  the  complementary  currencies  (inflation,  “growth” 
employment,…) 
Which social dimension for the complementary currency project ? Which implication for the 
low income populations ? 
Promotion  of  responsible  environmental  approaches  (local  development,  sustainable 
consumption, etc…), innovations (technical, systemic, social, etc). 

4/ To structure? To reinforce? To develop? 
How to increase, to build capacities, to reach a quantum leap ?

Replicability, scaling-up. 
Networking (stakeholders/partners, scales of territory, etc.) 
Articulation of the complementary currency with other methods of intervention or systems 
(microcredit - public policies…)

« Free » workshops : sharing experiments.

16h – Synthesis between rapporteurs

« Recreation » for practitioners

16h30 – Conclusive plenary session – Building the movement ?
    Duration : 1h30

Objective : put in perspective the discussions, the follow-up on the « P'day » and the 
possible  future  of  an  international  CCC network  (communication  tools/information, 
next steps, schedule, etc).

Report of the groups/workshops

Then debate on the possible follow-up to give to the movement : 

We opened a space for dialogue, raised a certain number of issues, common centers 
of interest, started (or continued) to exchange,…. 
The reports of the groups point to some extent our common interest diary.

-- The possible questions brought up for us by the debates : 

Is it interesting to make so that this space opened by the P'day is spread in a more 
regular way, in a virtual place of mutual aid and share of experience between the 
groups ? 

Is  it  relevant  to  find  a  mode  of  articulation  between  the  various  places,  already 
existing resource centres ? Because information on the systems/initiatives exists but is 
scattered without  visibility,  in  particular  on the level  of  the public opinion and the 
institutions.



-- Do  we  need/want  the  creation  of  an  information  flow/mutualisation/mutual  aid 
network on the issues/obstacles to be overcome. but also a network for  visibility of 
the CCC initiatives, in their diversity but also in their “reality” (« that exists elsewhere », 
« that works this way » .....), to create/build a network to gain influence together. 
We could create recyclable information that could be used by/for each one of us, in 
the implementation of its initiative, but also in the “justification” of this one 
+ Ideally organize regular meetings allowing to promote the experiments. 

-- Which tools do we set up regarding the result of the discussion ? 
According to the reports of the workshops : what would it be interesting to create to 
continue to exchange on one issue or another, to get collective visibility on one issue 
or another ? Etc.

18h – End of the Practitioners'Day

The location of the conference « Building the Movement » ----------------

Communauté Urbaine de Lyon/Grand Lyon

9h-18h  –  Salle du Conseil / Boarding Room

Hôtel de communauté

20, rue du Lac – 69399 Lyon Cedex 03

Tel : + 33 4 78 63 40 40

How to get there

Bus : Line 37 et 47, station Part-Dieu Sud

Subway: Station Part-Dieu (line B), Station Garibaldi (line D)

Tramway : T1 - Station Part-Dieu-Servient

(Expect to walk 10 to 15 minutes since the station to the Grand Lyon headquarters, according to the means 
of transport you choose) 

The languages during the conference

The debates will be held in French, English and Spanish for the plenary sessions. 

The  workshops  will  be  articulated,  concerning  the  languages,  according  to  the  technical  and  logistic 
possibilities and to the good wills of participants.
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